
Southwestern 
 Solar Project

6271 Southwestern Blvd.
Hamburg, NY 14075



We are focused on creating high quality, 
carbon-neutral affordable housing.

We accomplish this by connecting high quality residential housing 
with clean energy technologies, including Solar and Geothermal.

             It’s only GOOD for everyone.

● Low profile solar design reduces the visibility of the system and we are getting the best use out of a currently vacant lot that is 
otherwise not overly desirable for development.

● The energy that is generated will directly serve the residents and businesses on Southwestern Blvd and improve their overall power 
quality.

● Connecting high quality energy efficient residential housing and fringe renewable benefits allows us to bring affordable housing to 
the market that does not exceed 30% of an individual’s income.



We are a local company that specializes in developing small scale solar farms. For 
the last 6 years we have had an excellent track record in commercial and residential 
solar installations.  

Our goal is to reduce New York’s carbon footprint not with large-scale solar projects 
that negatively affect a community, but with distributed small-scale projects that 
are responsibly sited and thoughtfully designed in order to have the the greatest 
effect on carbon offset while maintaining the smallest effect on the community. It is 
our firm belief that solar should be made available to everyone, especially in 
historically underserved communities.

Who We Are 
and How We 
Are Different

Do well by doing good:  We are the alternative to invasive large-scale 
community character altering projects! We specialize in being virtually 
undetectable, but able to power 150-300 households in the the 
community.



What sets us apart from other developers

Our Solution Typical Installation



Project Specifics

SITE DATA:
ZONING DISTRICT: RA RESIDENTIAL AGRICULTURAL
PROJECT TYPE:      TIER 3 SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM

ALLOWABLE DISTRICTS FOR TIER 3 SOLAR:
RA RESIDENTIAL AGRICULTURAL, COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL 

REQUIRED SETBACKS:
FRONT:  50FT ALLOWABLE,   50FT PROPOSED 
REAR:  50FT ALLOWABLE,  50FT PROPOSED 
SIDE:  50FT ALLOWABLE, 50FT PROPOSED
300FT FROM DWELLING UNITS REQUIRED
353FT TO NEAREST HOUSE (FROM FENCE LINE)

SITE SPECIFICS:
LOT SIZE:  3.863 ACRES 
SOLAR ARRAY SIZE 0.4379 ACRES
FENCED IN AREA:  .955 ACRES                                                                 
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Community 
Benefits

● Utilizing clean energy reduces our reliance on dirty energy 
production and non-renewable fossil fuels.  

● Local solar projects increase the local power quality, which can 
reduce power fluctuations and make your appliances run more 
efficiently and last longer.  

● Renewable energy generation helps reduce particulate matter in 
our air. Particulate matter has been linked to: premature death, 
heart attacks, irregular heartbeat, aggravated asthma, and 
decreased lung function. 

● We create jobs by hiring local for O&M, construction, snow removal, 
landscapers, and solar installation. These local hires will be utilized 
as much as possible for the duration of the lease. 

● Increase revenue for the town, via a Host Community Agreement.

● Solar is the quietest neighbor you will likely ever have. 
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Q:  Will the panels cause glare for Southwestern Blvd traffic, neighbors or air traffic? 
A:  No. The panels have an anti-glare coating that prevents this from occurring. This coating will not utilize PFAS (polyfluoroalkyl 
substances).

Q:  Will I be able to hear the solar farm?
A:   The audible noise emission from the inverters is 65 decibels at the project site. For reference, this is no louder than a typical kitchen 
refrigerator. By the time that noise travels to the nearest building, it is no louder than the sound of breathing.

Q:  Do the inverters leak oils or chemicals?
A:  The inverters are transformerless and no oil is used or present inside them.  

Q:  Does the solar farm emit EMF’s (electromagnetic fields)?
A:  Yes, like every electronic device (including the cell phone in your pocket and the power lines running in front of your house), but they 
comply with safe levels listed in the National electrical code.

Q:  What happens to the panels after 25 years?
A:  We have a certified decommissioning plan for this.  We will remove the system and recycle or reuse the components, and likely 
replace the system with the latest renewable technology available.  In addition, the panels have an expected lifespan of 35 - 45 years.  

Q:  Do Solar farms kill birds?
A:  There are many human-caused threats to birds, but photovoltaic solar panels are not one of them. Tall buildings, cars and house cats 
are among the worst offenders.

Q:  Will my tax assessment change?
A:  Solar arrays often have no measurable impact on the value of adjacent properties, and in some cases may even have positive 
effects. Tax effects are kept local to the project site with a specific Tax ID just for the array itself, and all value stays on that Tax ID. 

Q:  Do you need to cut down trees to create this solar farm? 
A:  Yes, some tree clearing will be needed.  Some of these trees are dead and we are planting new trees on site for screening.  We are 
very pro tree and we will donate to onetreeplanted.org to plant 2 trees for every 1 tree removed.  

Q:  Won’t this Solar farm be an eyesore?
A:  We will be providing additional screening, and this site is already naturally screened.  We will be using a low profile Sollega racking 
system which is 18” to 24” off the ground.  

https://onetreeplanted.org/


 Summary
Our Goals for this Project

● Thoughtfully designed and implemented. 

● Clean energy created is used by the local 
community in Hamburg.

● Fringe financial benefits go to creating 
carbon neutral affordable housing that 
keeps hard earned money in our residents’ 
pockets.


